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TWISTED ALEXANDER POLYNOMIAL FOR
SL^.CO-REPRESENTATIONS AND FIBERED KNOTS
HIROSHI GODA A N D TAKAYUKI MORIFUJI
Presented by Vlastimil Dlab, FRSC
ABSTRACT. In this short note, we study a relation between monicness
of twisted Alexander polynomials and fiberedness of knots.
RéSUMé.
Dans cet article, nous considérons le polynôme Alexander
tordu et les nœuds fibres.

1. Introduction. A knot in the 3-sphere is called peered if its exterior has
the structure of a surface bundle over the circle (see [4], [5], [8]). In our previous
paper [2], we showed that the twisted Alexander polynomial A«^,(2) of a fibered
knot K associated to a unimodular representation p: itiK —» SL(2n, F), where F
denotes a field, is expressed as a rational function of monic polynomials. If p is
the trivial 1-dimensional representation 1, then A/^iXf) is essentiaUy equal to the
original Alexemder polynomial AK(*) (see [9] for details). Thus the above result
can be regarded as a natural generalization of the property on the Alexander
polynomied of fibered knots. In fact, this freunework is more powerful than
Aic(t), because we can detect a nonfibered knot K with the monic Alexander
polynomied of degree 2g{K), where g{K) is the genus of K (see [2, Example 4.3]).
However, it is em open problem that the monic twisted Alexander polynomieds
imply fiberedness of knots. More precisely, we propose:
PROBLEM 1.1. Does every non-fibered knot K have a unimodular representation p: WiK —* SL(2n,F) so that A/c,p(t) is a rational function of nonmonic
polynomials?

This problem has an affirmative answer if a knot K has a nonmonic Alexemder
polynomial. In fact, we have only to take the trivied representation. Hence the
essential problem is for a nonfibered knot with a monic Alexander polynomial.
Now in this note, we consider the foUowing problem:
PROBLEM 1.2. For a knot K with a nonmonic Alexander polynomial, is the
twisted Alexander polynomial A j ^ t ) always expressed as a rational function
of nonmonic polynomials?
The purpose of this note is to show the answer is No.
Received by the editors on January 23, 2003.
AMS subject classification: Primary: 57M25; secondary: 57M05.
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THEOREM 1.3.
There exists a knot K and a representation p: iriK -+
SL(2,C) such that Aj<-(t) is nonmonic and A j ^ f ) is o monic polynomial.
The authors would like to thank Professor Kunio Murasugi for helpful comments. The authors are supported in part by Grant-in-Aid for Scientific Research
(Nos. 15740031 and 14740036), The Ministry of Education, Culture, Sports, Science and Technology of Japan.
2. Twisted Alexander polynomial.
choose and fix a Wirtinger presentation

For the knot group F = TTIK, we

P(r) = (xi, . . . , ! „ | r i , . . . ,r u _i).
Then the abeUanization homomorphism

a:T^Hi{S3-K,Z)^Z

= {t)

is given by
a{xi) = • - - = a{xu) = t.
In this note, we only consider a representation p: F -» SL(2, C) of a knot group F.
These maps naturally induce the ring homomorphisms p and â from Z[F] to
M(2,C) and Zft*1] respectively, where M(2,C) denotes the matrix algebra of
degree 2 over C. Then p®â defines a ring homomorphism
M{2,C[t±1]).

Z[T] ^

Let F u denote the free group on generators xi,...,xu

and denote by

$:Z[F u ]- > M(2,C[t ± 1 ])
the composite of the surjection Z[FU] -> Z[r] induced by the presentation and
the map Z[r] -* M(2, Cft*1]) given by p 0 â.
Let us consider the (« — 1) x u matrix M whose (i, j) component is the 2 x 2
matrix

Klr) €M(2 ' c[t±1]) '

where ^ denotes the free diflferential calculus. This matrix M is called the
Alexander matrix of the presentation P(r) associated to the representation p.
For 1 < j < u, let us denote by Mj the (u - 1 ) x (u - 1 ) matrix obtained from
M by removing the j-th column. We regeird Mj as a 2(u - 1 ) x 2{u - 1) matrix
with coefficients in C^* 1 ].
Then Wada's twisted Alexander polynomial (see [9]) of a knot K for a representation p: iriK —* SL(2,C) is defined to be a rationed function
det Mj
&KAt)

=

det^xj-l)
2k

and moreover weU-defined up to a factor t (fc E Z). In particular, we note here
that the notion of monic makes sense for Aifip(t). See [2, Section 2] for details.
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3. Proof of Theorem 1.3. Let K be the 52-knot. This is the first example
of a prime knot with nonmonic Alexander polynomial in Reidemeister's table [6]
(see also [1]). In fact, we have Ai<-(t) = 2t2 - 3t-l-2. The knot group niK has a
presentation
P(7riiir) = {x,y\
xwy^w-1),
where w = yxy~1x~1yx. We define a noncommutative representation po- iriK -*
SL(2,C) by

^ ) = *=(o 0 sh) *** f*M = Y={s/2

s o -0'

where so denotes a complex number
So

= ^ ( l - ^=7)

6

C.

As pointed out by Wada in [9], it is convenient to use relations instead of relators
for the computation of the Alexander matrix. Thereby applying free diflferential
calculus to the relation r = xw — wy, we obtedn
•5- = 1 + i y - xyxy^x'1
ox

+ xyxy~xx~ly - j/ + yxy~lx~l -

yxy^x^y.

Thus we have the matrix

*-*(£)

= / + t2XY - tXYXY^X-1 +
fXYXY-iX^Y
1
-tY + YXY^XtYXY^X^Y,

where I denotes the identity matrix.
First the denominator of A/fip0(t) is given by
det$(î/-l) = det(ty-/)
= det 0

C 3t/~21 so 1 *-!)

On the other hand, a stredghtforweu-d computation shows that the numerator of
&K,p0{t) is

detM 2 = t4 - ^-t3

+ St2 - ^ t + 1.
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Hence the twisted Alexander polynomial of the 52-knot K for the representation
Po: KiK -* SL(2,C) is given by
A

(t\ -

^'"•W "

d e t M 2

det${y-l)

= t2-V2t + l.
This completes the proof of Theorem 1.3.
4. Concluding remarks. Finally, we briefly explain how to construct an
SL(2,C)-representation satisfying the property in Theorem 1.3.
For two matrices A,B G SL(2,C) which are conjugate in SL(2,C) emd not
commutative, there exists a matrix C G SL(2,C) such that

^C-.= (; JLt) and CBC-^(!r .2.),
where r,a € C — {0} (see [7]). Thus to construct em irreducible representation
of the fundamented group of the 52-knot K, we may assume that
p(a:)=

(o

s" 1 )

^

^

=

( - r

s"1)'

By an elementary computation, we see that the relation p{x)p{w) = p{w)p{y)
holds if and only if f{r, a) = 0, where
/(T-,s) = s 4 r 3 -(2a 6 -3s 4 +2s 2 )r 2 -|-(s 8 -3s 6 +6s 4 -3s 2 + l ) r - ( 2 s 6 - 3 s 4 + 2 5 2 ) .
Hence the space of conjugacy classes of SL(2,C)-irreducible representations of
iriK is described via
U = {{r,s) G C2 | f{r,s) = 0, r ^ 0, s ^ 0}.
Then eeich coefficient of the twisted Alexander polynomial AK,pit) can be regarded as a function on H. In particular, the coefficient of the highest degree
term of the numerator of AK,p{t) is given by

g{r, s) = r2-{s2-2

+ s-2)r + 4.

Here we have to remark that the denominator of AK,p{t) is edways a monic polynomial. Consequently the representation po = (—3/2, so) G It in the previous
section is one of the solutions of the equations
/(r, s) = 0 and ^(r, s) = 1.
In principle, simUar computations can be made for other 2-bridge knots (see
[3], [7] for example), although they wiU be more comphcated.
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UNSTEADY EQUIPARTITION SOLUTIONS
TO THE VISCOUS MHD EQUATIONS
OLEG I. BOGOYAVLENSKIJ
Presented by Vlastimil Dlab, FRSC
ABSTRACT. The unsteady equipartition solutions are introduced for
the viscous magnetohydrodynamics equations.
RÉSUMÉ. Des solutions vacillantes équipartitionelles sont présentées
pour les équations magnétohydrodynamiques visqueux.

The viscous magnetohydrodynamics equations have the form:
dV
1
p - 5 - + p(V • V)V = - V P + jiAV + - curl B x B + f,
OT
p
dB
1
(2)
- s - = curl(VxB) + — A B ,
OT
paiZ)
divV = 0, divB = 0,
where B is the magnetic vector field, V is the plasma velocity and P is the
pressure. We suppose that the plasma density p, its viscosity p, the magnetic
permeabihty p and the electric conductivity a eure constant and assume that f
is the vector field of external gravitational forces, f = —pV3>, where #(t,x) is a
gravitational potential and denote x = {x,y,z). For B = 0, the MHD equations
turn into the Navier-Stokes equations (NSE) [3], [5]:
(1)

(4)

8V
^ - M V - V ) V = - V P + AAV + f, divV = 0.

In this paper we introduce the unsteady equipartition solutions to the viscous
MHD equations (l)-(3), which describe a plasma relaxation in the regime of a
strong interaction between the plasma velocity V(i,x) and the magnetic field
B(t,x). The total plasma kinetic and magnetic energies are finite and equal.
The generic equipartition solutions have no geometriced symmetries emd rapidly
decrease at infinity. The solutions exist only when the kinematic viscosity v =
pp'1 is equal to the magnetic diflfusitivity i/m = (/xtr)-1, i/ = i/m ^ 0 or p =
pap. In the limit f = i/m = 0 or /i = 0, <r = oo, the solutions turn into the
Chandrasekhar equipartition equiUbria of the ideal incompressible plasma [2].
For the unsteadyfield-edignedequipartition solutions with i/ = i/m ^ 0, the
viscous MHD equations are reduced to the Uneeir system of the vector diffusion
Received by the editors on February 14, 2003.
AMS subject classification: 35Q34, 35Q53.
© Royal Society of Canada 2003.
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equation and the incompressibility equation:
(5)

^

= I / m AB,

divB = 0.

The exact globed solutions under investigation eure different from the smedl
Alfvénic fluctuations or waves [1], [4], [6], [7] that satisfy the equation SV =
±5B/y/pJi. In the papers [1], [4], [6], [7] no exact solutions were obtained and
the necesseury condition u = um was not noticed.
We derive exact non-symmetric equipartition solutions to the boundary value
problem which model the unsteady ball Ughtnings, construct the non-equipartition solutions describing a plasma relaxation to an equilibrium with constant
magnetic field B and present the translationedly invariant exact solutions with
the non-collinear vector fields V(f,x) and B(t,x).
THEOREM 1. The viscous MHD equations (l)-(3) for v = um or p = pap,
have the following exactfield-alignedequipartition solutions

(6)

V(t,x) = ± - ^ B ( t , x ) ,

B

^

^={^™iLA^iJ^)^'^

where A(x / ) ts the vector potential for the initial magnetic field: curl A(x') =
B(0,x / ) and the pressure P has the form
Pit, x) = C- pV2{t, x)/2 - p*it, x).

(8)
PROOF. AS

(9)
^'

is known, the viscous MHD equations (1) have edso the form

^X = VxcurlV r + i / A V - V (y P / p - l - V 2 / 2 - | - $ ) - | - — c u r l B x B .
dt
'
'
' pp,

Substituting formula (6) we transform equations (9) and (2) to the form
(10)

^

= I / A V - V ( P / p + V 2 /2 + *),

^ ^ ^ A B .

Applying operator curl to equations (6) and (10) we find the conditions of their
compatibUity: i/ = vm, P{t,x)/p + Y2{t,yï)/2 + *(t,x) = const. For this case,
the equations (l)-(3) are reduced to the Uneeu: equations (5). The solutions to
the scalar diflfusion equation du/dt = vmAu have the form [5]
u

(*' x ) = (47ri'
72 ^m3t)/32/ 2 J/R3 M**?

\f

- ^ 4i/
TT
- ) / <**'Vd*',
mt
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where f{x!) = u(0,x / ) are the initied data. Hence the solutions to the vector
equations (5) have the form (7).
•
REMARK 1. The exact solutions (6), (7) are the unsteady equipartition solutions
because the densities of the kinetic and magnetic energies are equed: pV 2 ^, x) =
'B2{t,x)/p,. It is evident that if the vector field A(x / ) is square integrable then
the solutions (6), (7) are squeire integrable either; hence the total kinetic and
magnetic energies eure finite and equal.
REMARK 2. The derived exact solutions (6)-(8) describe a plasma relaxation in a
regime of a strong mteraction between the plasma velocity and the magnetic field.
Indeed, the very fact of the equedity of the densities of the plasma kinetic and
magnetic energies and the proportionality (6) mean a strong mteraction between
the magnetic field B(t,x) and the plasma velocity V(t,x). The solutions exist
only for the viscous MHD equations (l)-(3) and do not exist for the NSE (4)
with the vanishing magnetic field.
BOUNDARY VALUE PROBLEM. The boundary condition for the viscousfluidflow
in a domain P C E 3 is the "no-sUp" condition: V(t,x)|8D = 0. Therefore the
boundeury value problem for the equipartition solutions (6)-(8) takes the form:

/ x
(11)

dB
-^- = 2/roAB,

divB = 0)

B(i,x)| e p = 0.

We present some solutions to this problem that model the unsteady ball Ughtning. Let the domain P be a ball of rewfius iî. Rinction P(x) = sm(a|x|)/(Q|x|)
satisfies the Helmholtz equation AP(x) = —0(2P(x) where a is an eirbitrary
parameter. Hence for em arbitrary vector a the vector field A(x, a) = P(x)a satisfies the vector Helmholtz equation AA(x) = -a 2 A(x). Therefore the vector
field
(12)

B(t, x, a) = e-*2"'-* curl (P(x)a) = e - ^ ^ f e W x x a

satisfies the first two equations (11). Here
(13)

h{x) = F'dxDIxl" 1 = cos(a|x|)|x|- 2 - sin(a|x|)a- 1 |x|- 3

is a smooth function.
Let zi,...,zk,...
be the positive roots of the equation tan* = z. As is
known, «fc « far + 7r/2 as A; —• oo and kn - ir/2 < zk<kTr + IT/2. Formula (13)
yields that ft^a-1) = 0. Therefore the vector field B(<,x,a) (12) vanishes
on the spheres |x| = ZfcOT1. Hence for the discrete values of a: ai = ziRr1,
«2 = Z2R~1,... and for the arbitrary vectors a = ajt the vector fields (12) vanish
on the sphere |x| = R. Thus the vector fields
(14)

B fc (t,x,a fc ) = e-**-*^

f ^ ^ M

\

x

l r

_

flsin(^|x|A

zfe|x|3

x x

/
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satisfy the boundeury vedue problem (11) in the ball |x| < R. The vectorfields(14)
have two first integrals /i(t,x) = |x| and /2(i,x) = x • ajt; hence their magnetic
field lines are closed circles in the planes orthogonal to the vectors a*. A more
general solution to the boundeiry value problem (11) is represented by the convergent series
(15)

Bfex) = p - i * - ' - ' f g ^ p ^

- « ^ w a ' " " ' ) * * •*•

where we suppose that the series YltLi lafcl ^ convergent. The unsteady equipartition solutions (6), (8), (15) satisfy the boundary value problem (11) in the
ball |x| < R and model the hedl lightning. The pressure is P(t,x) = Po B 2 (t, x)/(2/i) (8) where Po is the atmospheric pressure. The solution is extended
to the outer space by the trivial solution P = PQ, B = 0, V = 0.
A direct calculation using the equations tanzk = zk proves that the total
magnetic energy of the field (15) inside the hedl V has the simple form

£

= è/z,

B2dld! iï =

1 1 fc
2

" ^S^""'-* " ^

.2'

for eirbitrary vectors a^. The toted plasma kinetic plus magnetic energy for the
solutions (6), (15) is equed 2E.
The solutions (6), (15) possess invariant magnetic surfaces that are the spheres
|x| = r = const. However the solutions have no geometrical symmetries if some
of the vectors a* were non-collinear. We have B(t,x) = x x Çl{t, |x|) where

n«.r) = f y ' 2 * - ' - ' f c o s ^f l r ) - R^h^il)
^

V

r

z

kr3

ajfe.

)

Therefore on each sphere |x| = r the vectorfieldB(f, x) (15) describes a rotation
around the vector fî(t, r) that depends on t and r. The boundary vedue problem (11) is transformed to that for the vector îî(t,r): îî t = i/ m (4r -1 fî r + îîrr),
f2(t, 0) = 0, n{t, R) = 0, where Qt = dfl/dt, fir = dSl/dr.
PLASMA

RELAXATION T O AN EQUILIBRIUM WITH A C O N S T A N T MAGNETIC

FIELD.

For any square integrable vector field B(t,x) (7) we consider the equipartition
soUtion

(16)

B 1 (t,x) = B(<,x) + Bo,

V 1 (t,x) = ± - J = B ( t , x ) ± - i = B o ,

where the pressure is Pi(«,x) = C-pVÎ(t,x)/2-p$(t,x) (8). The formulae (16)
define a solution to the equations (l)-(3) because the equations (5), (6) and (8)
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are satisfied. As is known, the viscous MHD equations (l)-(3) are invariant with
respect to the GaUlean transform
(17)

V2(t,x) = V i ( t , x - u t ) + u,

B2(t,x) = B i ( t , x - u t ) ,

•Pa&x) = Pi(t,x — ut), where u is a constant vector. Applying to the exact
solutions (16) the GalUean transform (17) with the vector u = ^Bo/y/pp. we
obtain the non-equipartition exact solutions
V2(

*' x ) = = ± ^ B 0' X ± V^ B o t )' B2(t,x) = B(t,x ± -^B 0 t) + Bo.

P2(t,x) = C - -L ( B (*,x± - ^ B o t )

+

B 0 ) 2 - p$ ( * . x ± ^ B o * ) •

For these solutions, the plasma velocity V2(t,x) according to the formulae (6),
(7) rapidly tends to zero as |x| —» oo and is square integrable while the magnetic
field B2(f,x) —y BQ. Therefore the derived non-colhnear and non-equipartition
solutions describe a plasma rekxation to an equiUbrium with a constant magnetic
field.
UNSTEADY TRANSLATIONALLY-INVARIANT EXACT SOLUTIONS. The field-aligned
equipartition condition (6) can be relaxed for the z-translationally invariant exact solutions that depend on the three variables t, x, y; we suppose f = 0 emd
denote x = {x,y).

THEOREM 2. TTie viscous MHD equations (l)-(3) for v = vm have an
infinite-dimensional family of exact non-collinear solutions
(18)

V(t, x) = -aipyêx + aijfxèy + (&0 + c)ê z ,

(19)

B(t, x) = -kipyêx + kil)xêy + ( ^ + m)êz,

where ipx = di}>/dx, i^y = dip/dy, a,b,c,k,ê,m are arbitrary parameters satisfying the equation a2 = k2{pp)~l and the flux function ^fox) is on arbitrary
solution to the 2-dimensional diffusion equation
(20)
The pressure P is
(21)
PROOF.

il>t = viil>xx + Tl>vv)-

P = C- a2p{it>2x + il>l)/2 - *V/(2/i) - imrlf/n.
Indeed, the formulae (18)-(19) imply

(22)

{Y-V)V = Va2{ipl + il>l)/2-a2AiJ>Vil>,

(23)

curl B x B = -V{e2ip2/2 + imip) - k2Ai(>Vij>,

(24)

V x B = V ((o£ - 6*0^/2 + (am - ck)ip),

(25)

curl V x V = - V ( 6 V / 2 + 6c^) - a2Ail>Vil).
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A substitution of the formulae (22)-(24) reduces the equations (1) and (2) for
a2 = k2{pp)~l to the form
(26)

^

= i/AV-VP1,

^

= vmAB,

where Pi = P/p + a 2 ^ 2 + i>l)/2 + i2ip2/{2pp) + imip/ipp). Applying operator curl to equations (26) we find the conditions of their compatibUity with
equations (18), (19): v = vm, Pi = const. Hence the pressure P is given by
the formula (21) and equations (18), (19) and (26) yield that the fiux function
ij>{t,St) satisfies the diflfusion equation (20). The squeure integrable solutions to
the equation (20) have the form [5]

where /(x') = ^(O,^) is an eurbitrary square integrable function in TS.2.

•

3. The ^-invariant solutions (18)-(21) are rather generic for they do not
belong to any simpler class of exact solutions. Indeed, formula (23) impUes that
the solutions are not force-free, formula (24) shows that they are not field-aligned
and formula (25) yields that theflowsV(f,x) are not the Beltrami flows. The
solutions axe not the equipartition ones either because pV 2 (t,x) — B 2 (t,x)//x =
p(6V + c ) 2 - ( ^ + m) 2 /M^0.
REMARK
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THE RIESZ PROPERTY FOR THE K,-GROUP OF A
C*-ALGEBRA OF MINIMAL STABLE AND REAL RANK
S0REN EILERS AND GEORGE A. ELLIOTT, FRSC
RÉSUMÉ. Il est démontré que le groupe ordonné somme directe des
groupes de K-théorie C*-algébriques paire et impaire d'une C*-algèbre et
de remg réel zéro et de rang stable un possède la propriété de Riesz, sous
l'assomption technique que le groupe ordonné pair soit faiblement imperforé.

1. Introduction. The equivalent decomposition eind interpolation properties of Riesz and Birkhoff ([11], [1], [8]) for ordered abeUan groups play an
important role in the classification theory of C*-algebras. In particular these
notions have been pivotal in describing exactly which collections of K-groups eure
attained when the C'-algebras range in the classifiable classes.
Examples of K-groups without the Riesz property are known—even just for
the Ko-group, and even in the setting of minimed reed remk {cf. [9]). As pointed
out in Theorem 3.2 of [6], under the hypothesis of both minimal real rank and
minimal stable rank, the Ko-group has the Riesz property. (This is an immediate
consequence of the corresponding result of Zhang in [12] for the semigroup of
Murray-von Neumann equivalence classes of projections, which uses minimed reed
remk alone, together with cancellation in this semigroup, which, in the presence
of minimal real rank, is known to be equivalent to minimal stable rank.)
It was asserted in Theorem 3.2 of [6] that also the ordered group K,(.4)
(= KoM) ® Ki(.A)) defined there has the Riesz property, assuming again only
minimal real and stable remk. Regrettably, as was discovered when trying to
generalize this statement to the case of K-groups with torsion coeflBcients, the
proof given in [6] is incorrect.
An alternative approach in [5] can be used to prove that the K,-group of any
C'-algebra given as an approximately homogeneous edgebra, and with minimal
ranks, has the Riesz property. It is the purpose of the present note to demonstrate how tofiUthe gap in the a priori much more general case that Ko (-4) is
weakly imperforated.
Our approach is based on checking certain properties of the natured map
associating to each (order) ideal / of Ko(.A) the (unique) subgroup [/j of Ki(.A)
such that

i®\!\
is an ideal of K»(.4). This point of view is valuable in its own right, although
for instance when discussing remge questions, a direct characterization of the
property of the order in question is often more desirable. A link between results
Received fay the editors on March 11, 2003.
AMS subject classification: Primary: 46L3S; secondary: 46L80, 19K14.
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of these two types, which will be our main tool, was discovered by the secondnamed author and G. Gong [7]. The result is repeated as Theorem 2.8 below.
After this work was completed, but before it had been written up, L. G. Brown
in [3], using completely difierent methods, found a way to prove Riesz interpolation in the ordered K,-group of any C*-edgebra with minimal ranks. This
generedizes our result emd verifies the original assertion of [6, Theorem 3.2]. Although our proof is less genered, we beUeve its focus on the interplay between the
graded ideal structure of K,{A) and the Riesz property may be of independent
interest.
2. Ideals of K,(.A). FoUowing [4], for each i = 0,1 and each (closed, twosided) ideal I of a C*-algebra A we denote by Ki(J||.A) the image of the i-th
K-group of I in the K-group of A under t, : Ki(I) —• Ki{A), where t denotes
the inclusion map. In most of what foUows, we could identify this with Ki(I),
but we shall refrain from doing so to avoid confusion.
The foUowing definition is based on the observation (from [12, 2.3]) that the
lattices of ideals of Ko (-4) and of A are naturally isomorphic for C'-algebras
with minimal ranks.
DEFINITION 2.1. Let .4 be a C'-algebra of real remk zéro and stable rank
one. When / is an ideed of Ko(-4), we define

L/j = K1(I||>l)
where I is the unique ideed of A with / = KoCTI-A).
As in [6], we define the foUowing order structure on K»(^4). We say that
{x,y) > 0 in K,{A) when {x,y) = {\p], [u]) with p G Un{A) and u e M„(.A)~
such that
n(l-p) = (l-p)u = (l-p).
This defines a cone K,{A)+ in Kt{A).
We reserve the term ordered group for those abeUan groups equipped with
positive cones such that the group is positively generated and such that only
the neutral element is simultaneously positive and negative. The foUowing was
noted in [6, Theorem 3.2]:
LEMMA

2.2.

W?ien A is a C*-algebra of real rank zero and stable rank one,
(K.(,4),K.(.4) + )

is on ordered group. In fact, K*{A) = Kt{A)+ - (Ko(.4)+ © 0).
If x is an element of an ordered group, let us denote by I{x) the smallest ideal
containing x.
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LEMMA 2.3.
Let A be a C*-algebra of real rank zero and stable rank one,
and let I be an ideal ofKo{A). We then have

[I\ =

{yGKi{A)\3xGl:{x,y)>0}.

Furthermore,

K.iA)+ = {(«,») e K.(A) \x>0,yG

L/(x)J}.

PROOF.
Given y G [/J, choose j/' 6 Ki(I) with L,y' = y. We may by
Lemma 2.2 choose x' € Ko(J) with {x', y') > 0, and since t induces a positive
map edso on K,, we have that {x,y) > 0 with x = t,x'. In the other direction,
if {x,y) > 0 with x € /, we have the pair represented by p € M n (I) and
u G Mn{A)~ with (1 — p)u = u(l — p) = 1 — p; clearly then edso p is a unit for
« - 1, and u G M fl (I)~.
When x > 0 is represented by the projection p, I{x) = Ko(I), where I is
generated by p. When y G [I{x)\, we can write y = i,y' with y' G Ki{X). Say
y1 is represented by the unitary v; then we can apply [13] to a matrix algebra
over J as p is a fuU projection there. We get that u ~/, v with vp = vp = p, and
thus y' = [v] with

v{l-p) = {l-p)v = {l-p),
proving that (x, y)>0.

•

The argument below, which replaces our less elegant original proof, was communicated to us by L. G. Brown.
PROPOSITION 2.4. Let Abe a C*-algebra of real rank zero and stable rank
one, and let I and J be ideals ofKo{A). Then

L/nJj = L/jnLJJ,
L/+JJ = L/J + LJrJ.
PROOF.
Note that / fl J and I + J aie ideeds by the Riesz property of
Ko{A). Also note that since the other inclusions are obvious by monotonicity of
j j , we only need to estabUsh [JJ n [JJ Ç [ J n JJ and [JJ + [JJ 2 [J + JJ.
Denote by X, J the (unique) ideals of A satisfying J = Ko(2'||A) and J =
Ko(,7||./4). Considering the map S{a, 6) = o + 6 we obtain the C'-algebra extension
s
0 <—*• kei S —*• I® J
—>• I+J
—»• 0.
Note that the projection ir-.X® J —• J restricts to em isomorphism its from
ker5toIn J.
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Repeating the construction with A replacing both I and J, and passing to
the six-term exact sequences of Bott periodicity, we end up with the diagram
— ^ Ki(lnj-) - ^

Ki{I)®Ki{J)

>- KiiA)

^ Ki{A)®Ki{A)

»

-J.1

— U Kiil + J)

s

>- Ki{A)
-

*•

d

»-

Clearly,
nglx = (x, - x ) ,

5.(x, y) = x + y,

and since the index maps vanish (see, e.g., [10, Theorem 5]) and the images of
the vertical maps are j / n JJ, [JJ ® [JJ, and [J + J J respectively, a diagram
chase gives the desired inclusions.
•
We recall that a quotient of an ordered group G has the form G/I, where J
is an ideal of G, and that this again is an ordered group by the induced order.
Furthermore, we recedl that an ideed of an ordered group is prime if, in the
quotient by this ideal, any two nonzero ideals have nonzero intersection.
DEFINITION 2.5. ([7, 4.28])
An ordered group G is said to be liminary if
every quotient of G by a prime ideal is isomorphic to Z.
PROPOSITION 2.6.
Let A be a separable C*-algebra with real rank zero and
stable rank one. If I Ç J are ideals ofKo{A) with J/I liminary, then [JJ = [JJ.
PROOF.
Recall (see e.g. [10, Theorem 5]) that as A has minimal real and
stable rank, K,{A/T) is equal to Kt{A)/K,{J\\A) for any ideed I of A. Hence
in particular, it suffices to prove that Ki{A) = 0 when Ko(-4) is liminary. Let
I be a prime ideal of A. Then, by definition, any two nonzero ideals of A/I
have nonzero intersection, whence we conclude that Ko(I||.4) is a prime ideal of
Ko{A). Hence by our assumption,

KoiA/X) s Ko{A)/Ko{X\\A) ^ Z,
so since the stable rank of A/I is one, cancellation applies to prove that the class
1 € Z is represented by a minimal projection p. Invoking the assumption of real
rank zero, we conclude that dim(p(^4/I)p) = 1, and hence A/I is elementary.
We have proved that every prime quotient of .4 is elementary, i.e., that A is of
type I.
Now we may apply [2, Theorem 7], noting that the primitive ideal space has
the required property as aU ideeds are generated by projections. This yields that
.4 is an AF edgebra, emd hence that Ki(^4) = 0.
•
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Let G be em ordered abeUan group with the Riesz interpolation property, and
let Jf be an abeUan group. Let (•) denote a map from the set of ideeds of G to
the set of subgroups of H. Let us enumerate the foUowing relevant properties
that such a map may have, where J and J are ideeds of G:
(I)
(II)
(III)
(IV)
(V)
(VI)

JCJ
=• ( J ) ç ( J ) ;
(J a ) A upward directed =» ( U A - U = LU (^J;
(0)=0,(G) = iJ;
(J + J) = (J) + (J);
( J n J ) = (J)n(J);
If J/I is Uminary, then (J) = (J).

The identity map wiU clearly satisfy (I)-(V). By contrast, the identity map can
only meet (VI) when G has no liminary subquotients.
PROPOSITION 2.7.

TTie mop [-J has the properties (I)-(VI).

PROOF.
(I)-(III) foUow by definition and by continuity of K-theory. For
(IV) and (V) we need Proposition 2.4, and (VI) foUows from Proposition 2.6.

THEOREM 2.8. ([7, 4.28]) Let G bean ordered group with the Riesz property,
and let H be an abelian group admitting a map {•) associating subgroups of H to
order ideeds of G as above. Equip G®H with the order

(x,j/)b0^=>-x>0

and y G {I{x)).

If G is weakly unperforated, then (G© Jf, h) has the Riesz interpolation property
precisely when (•) has the properties (I)-(VI).
It is now clear from the results above that (K»(>t), y) has the Riesz property.
And by Lemma 2.3, this proves:
COROLLARY 2.9. If A is a separable C*-algebra with real rank zero and
stable rank one, and ifKo{A) is weakly unperforated, then K»{A) has the Riesz
interpolation property.
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COMPLEX RANDOM MATRICES AND APPLICATIONS
T. RATNARAJAH, R VAILLANCOURT A N D M. ALVO
Presented by Miklos Csorgo, FRSC
ABSTRACT.
The eigenvalue and condition number distributions of
complex Wishart matrices are investigated and applied to open problems
in information theory.
RÉSUMÉ. On précise la distribution des valeurs propres et du conditionnement de matrices de Wishart complexes appliquées à des problèmes
ouverts en théorie de l'information.

1. Introduction. Let an n x m complex Gaussian random matrix A be
distributed as A ~ CN{M, J n ® E) with mean £{A} = M and covariance
cov{A} = J n (gi E. The matrix W = A^A is caUed a noncentral Wishart
matrix. If M = 0, then W is called a central Wishart matrix. The central and
noncentral Wishart distributions eure denoted by CWm{n, E) emd CWm{n, E, fî),
respectively, where îî = E~ 1 M H M.
The joint eigenvalue distributions of complex central Wishart matrices are
represented in [4] by complex hypergeometric functions of a matrix argument,
which can be expressed in terms of complex zonal polynomials. The distribution of complex noncentral Wishart matrix can also be represented by complex
hypergeometric functions; however, in this case, the eigenvalue distributions cannot be solved in terms of zoned polynomieds. We derive these distributions using
invariant polynomials of two matrix eurguments [1], [2], which extend the single
matrix argument of zoned polynomieds. We edso derive the distributions of the
largest, the smedlest and the single unordered eigenvalues of centred and noncentred complex Wishart matrices (7].
The condition number, cond(A), of a matrix A is defined as the positive
square root of the ratio of the largest to the smaUest eigenvalues of the positive
definite Hermitian matrix W = AHA. We assume that the eigenvalues of W are
ordered in strictly decreasing order, Àmax = Ai > • • • > Àm = Amin > 0, since
the probabiUty that any two eigenvalues of A be equal is zero.
The distributions of Amax and Amin emd the condition number distribution of
random matrices are studied in [3] (and the references therein) for E = J. In [5]
the largest and the smedlest eigenvedue distributions of complex Wishart matrices
are studied for E = cr2J. In this report, we derive the eigenvedue distributions
of complex central and noncentred Wishart matrices and the condition number
Received by the editors on March 14, 2003.
This work was partially supported by NSERC.
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distribution of complex random matrices for arbitrary E. The theory of these
random matrices is used to evaluate the capacity of multiple-input, multipleoutput (MIMO) wireless communication systems. Note that the capacity of the
communication channel expresses the maximum rate at which information can
be reUably conveyed by the channel [8].
2. Complex Wishart matrices. The joint eigenvedue density of a complex centred Wishart matrix is given in [4].
THEOREM 1. Let W ~ CWm{n, E) with n > m - 1. The joint density of
the eigenvalues ofWis

where A = diag(Ai,..., Am) ond the complex multivariate gamma function is
CTm{n) = 7r m ( m - 1 ^ 2 J ] r(n - fc + 1),

n > m - 1.

fc=i

The following theorems give the distributions of the largest and smallest eigenvedues of a centred Wishart matrbc.
THEOREM 2. If WW ~ CWm{n, E) (n > m) ond Amax is the largest eigenvalue ofW, then

THEOREM 3.
W, then

J / W ~ CW m (n,E) and Amin is the smallest eigenvalue of
m(n-m)

(3)

1

P(Amin>x)=etr(-xE- )

^

_ / y,_i»

Y.K

».

'

fc=0

where etr(-) = exp(tr(-)) and Y^K denotes summation over the partitions K =
(&i,..., fcm) of fc with ki <n — m.
The condition number density is given by the foUowing theorem.
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THEOREM

4.

Let W ~ CWm{n, E). Then the density of y = 1-1/ cond( W)

ts

(4)
ny)

_ Tr^-^detE)-" ^ ^

r(mn-|-fc)C<t(E-1)

CTm{m)CTm{n) fc=0
£'2-'K

m"»«+*fc! C«(J)

^OO v ^ (m - n)To* Ky(m-l){m+l)+t+k-l

xEE^

^ ^ S

[(m-l)(m + l) +fc+ t]

t=0 T,5

cr^^m-^cr^^m + i.^cr^^m-i)^
7r(m-l)(m-2)

Crm_1(2m,<î)

^^^

wAejie /c, r and ô are the ordered partitions of the nonnegative integersfc,t, and
f = k + t, respectively, into not more than m parts.
The joint eigenvalue density of a noncentred Wishart matrix is given by following theorems and lemma.
THEOREM 5.
Let W ~ CW m (n,E,n) with n> m-l.
of the eigenvalues of Vf is

<5'

The joint density

^''^^^^-"'fi/r-n^-^
fc^l

X

^

k<.l

1

1

^(-E- ,^- )^^^^

v

àoKi^

mn]rC,{Im)

where A = diag(Ai,...,A m ), C,Ï,T is an inuarioni polynomial indexed by the
ordered partitions K, T and (j) of the nonnegative integersfc,t, and f = k + t,
respectively, into not more than m ports.
LEMMA

1.

TTie following inequality holds:

(6)

oFi{b;X)<oFo{X/b),

where X is anmx

m complex matrix and b is an arbitrary complex number.

A numerical eveduation shows that this bound is tight. Using Lemma 1, we
can express the joint eigenvalue density of a noncentred Wishart matrix as a
bounded density function, which is given by the following theorem.
THEOREM 6. LetW ~ CWm{n, Ei.fi) with n > m - 1. ÎTie joint density
of the eigenvalues of W satisfies the inequality
(7)

/ A)

(

_m(m-l)/Jp t y> \ - n

< rr J v ? ^
Ci TO (m)Cl m (n)

etr

J"

"»

( - ^ H r II(A* - ^)2oFo{-% A),
^

A m

**
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Figure 1 : A MIMO communication system.
where A = diag(Ai,..., Am), the diagonal elements 0/ * = diag^i,. •., ^m) ore
the eigenvalues of the matrix (E^ 1 - ÎÎEf 1 /") a n d n = E" 1 M f f M.
Due to space limitation we only give the distribution of AmaxTHEOREM 7. IfW~ CWm{n, E, fi) and Amax is the largest eigenvalue of
W, then its distribution is given by
(8)

P{Xmax<y)

ymnCrm{m)etr{-n) ^
Cr m (n + m)(detE)" ^

^

y.

^^•^^(-yE-SynE-1)

^

k\t\ [n]T[n + m]^

where C2'T is an invariant polynomial, indexed by the ordered partitions K, T
and (p of the nonnegative integersfc,t, and f = k + t, respectively, into not more
than m parts and ^ ' T = C£ T (J, J ) / Q ( J ).
3. Channel capacity. An nt-input (or tremsmitter) and n r -output (or
receiver) MIMO cheunnel can be represented by an n r x nt complex remdom
matrix H, as shown in Figure 1.
The complex vector signal, y = Hx + v, received at the j-th output is
(9)

Vi =

^2hijXi+Vj,
i=l

where hij is the complex channel coefiBcient between input i and output j , i» is
the complex signal at the i-th input and Vj is complex Gaussian noise. The total
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power of the input is constredned to p,
S{xHx) <p

or tT£{xxH} < p.

Assume H is a complex Gaussian random matrix and its realization is known
to the receiver. IfW = H ^ H , then the capacity of this MIMO channel is [8]
(10)

C = 5w{log det(J nt + (p/nt)W)}.

The channel is Rician distributed if W ~ CWn^nr.Ejfi) and Rayleigh distributed if W ~ CWn^n^E). These are typical satellite and fixed or mobUe
communication environments, respectively. The capacity (10) is computed using
the complex noncentred and central Wishart distributions, respectively. It can
edso be computed using the joint eigenvalue density /(A) or the single unordered
eigenvedue density /(Ai), that is,

(11)

C = £v{log(n[l + (p/nt)Afc])} = f> fc {log(l + ip/ni)Xk)}
fc=i fc=i

= nt£x1{logil + {p/nt)Xi)}.
We only give the capacity evaluation of a correlated Rayleigh n r x 2 channel
matrix. Thus, we assume that we have a two-input (nt = 2), n r -output communication system operating over a correlated Rayleigh fading environment. The
joint eigenvalue density of a centred Wishart matrix depends on the population
covariemce matrbc E only through its eigenvalues vi,...,Vnt, i.e.,
oFo(-E- 1 ,A) = oFo(-ï- 1 ,A),
where T = diag(i;i, ...,vnt).
(12)
oFo(-T" 1 ,A) =

ryr

If nt = 2 and T - 1 = diag(oi, 02), then [6]
rT {exp[-(oiAi+a2A2)]-exp[-(aiA2+a2Ai)]}.

(02 - oi)(Ai - A2)

Substituting (12) into (1) and integrating with respect to A2 and dividing by 2,
we obtain the single unordered eigenvedue density f{Xi) which can be used to
evaluate (11).
THEOREM 8. Consider the two-input correlated Rayleigh channel, i.e., H ~
CN{0, Inr ® E), with rir > 2. If the input power is constrained by p, then the
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OdB

5dB

2
4
6
8
10
12
14
16

1.0326
1.6408
2.0685
2.4033
2.6804
2.9179
3.1265
3.3129

1.9252
2.8426
3.4398
3.8917
4.2568
4.5639
4.8293
5.0631

10 d B
3.1157
4.4118
5.1852
5.7454
6.1838
6.5437
6.8489
7.1139

SNR
15 d B
4.5641
6.3154
7.2250
7.8540
8.3330
8.7196
9.0437
9.3226

p in d B
20 d B
6.2023
8.4439
9.4266
10.0862
10.5817
10.9786
11.3096
11.5936

25 d B
7.9419
10.6803
11.6948
12.3653
12.8666
13.2669
13.6003
13.8860

30 d B
9.7221
12.9577
13.9863
14.6604
15.1635
15.5650
15.8992
16.1853
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35 d B
11.5165
15.2490
16.2855
16.9606
17.4643
17.8661
18.2005
18.4869

ToWe 1: Capacity in nats for a two-input, rir-output communication system operating over a correlated Rayleigh fading channel, where the correlation coefficient
is equal to 0.9.

capacity C is given by
(13)

C= . ^
: T log[l + {p/2)Xi]Xni^e-^
(02 - ai)r(n r ) ./o
- ? ^i^v ï T ^
(02 - oi)r(n r ) Jo

+ ( P / ^ A I W - " ^ - ^ dXi

- 7
ik
TT f0" ^
(02 - ai)r(nr - 1) Jo
„nT

dXi

+ iPmXi]Xr-2e-a^ dXi

roo

+ 7
ITv
TT / ^ t 1 + (P/2)Ai]Ar- 2 e- 0 ^> dXi,
(02 - oi)r(n r - 1) Jo
where Ai is on unoîdered eigenvalue ofW = HHH and (01,02) are the eigenvalues 0 / E - 1 .
In (13), C is measured in nats or bits if we use loge or log2, respectively.
Table 1 shows the capacity in nats for an JV x 2 correlated Rayleigh fading
chemnel matrix with correlation coeflBcient 0.9. Note that each column represents
diflferent levels of input power or signed to noise ratio (SNR) in dB. Figure 2 shows
the capacity vs. the correlation coefficient. From the table and figure we note
the foUowing:
(i) the capacity is decreasing with increasing channel correlation,
(u) the capacity is increasing with increasing n r emd SNR.
The covariance matrix is E = [ o ^ V ] a n d i t s eigenvalues are 1.9 and 0.1.
Hence T = diag(1.9,0.1) and d = 1/1.9, 02 = 1/0.1. The non-diagonal element
of E, cedled correlation coefiicient, gives the correlation between the channel
coeflBcient from diflferent transmitter eintennas to a single receiver antenna.
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Figure 2: Capacity vs. correlation coefficient for SNR=20dB and nt = 2 and
rir = 2,4,6,8,10, i.e., H is a JV x 2 correlated Rayleigh fading chemnel matrix.
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SPECTRA OF 1-D PERIODIC DIRAC OPERATORS
AND SMOOTHNESS OF POTENTIALS
PLAMEN DJAKOV AND BORIS MITYAGIN
Presented by I. Michael Sigal
ABSTRACT. This note presents a series of results on the relationship
between the spectra of 1-D Dirac operator with periodic potential (considered with periodic, antiperiodic, or Dirichlet boundary conditions) and the
smoothness of its potential.
RÉSUMÉ. Dans cette note nous présentons une série de résultats sur les
liens entre un opérateur de Dirac 1-D a potentiel périodique, avec condition
au bord périodique, anti-périodique ou de Dirichlet, et la régularité de ce
potentiel.

0.

We consider Dirac operators

-"1+". - ( J - 0 ^ - C s )
on J = [0,1] with boundary conditions (be) of three types: for F = (£) G
H1 x Jf1,
Per + : F(0) = F(l); Per": F(0) = - F ( l )
and
Dir: /i(0) = /2(0), /i(l) = /2(l).
See basic facts and further references on 1-D Dirac operators in [7], [9], [10],
[14]. A potential V is assumed to be in L 2 (J), i.e., complex valued functions p, q
eure in L 2 (J). We consider them as periodic functions on K, V^x + 1) = V{x),
and their smoothness is measured by a weight sequence
(1)

îî(fc)>0,

Q,{k) = Çl{-k),

Çï{k) / oo as k / oo,

i.e., V G H{fl) ifp = J2Pkexp(27rifcx), q = YiQkexp{27rikx) and
\\v\H{n)\\2 = X > f c | 2 + kfc|2)(fi(2fc))2 < oo.
If Çî{k) = (1 + Jk2)0/2, a > 0, then H{n) is a Sobolev space Ha.
Operators L with symmetric (or skew-symmetric) matrix functions V help to
solve—after Zeiheurov-Shabat [15]—non-Uneeur Schrôdinger equations. Although
our results eure new even for selfadjoint V, let us point out again that we consider
ony L2-potentials with complex valued p,q.
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1.
As is shown in [11], if F G Jf(îî) and ||y|L 2 || < m,||F|Jr(n)|| <
M, then the spectrum crj^L) is discrete, and moreover, for a large enough N
it consists of two parts: a finite one, inside the strip {\Rez\ < Nir}, and its
complement, which Ues in the union of disks
Dk = D{-Kk,ek) = {ZGC:\Z-wk\

<et},

ek = (l/fi(fc) +

l/y/k)1/2.

This observation (see [11, Theorems 1 and 2]) improves (and completes)
weaker versions of "Counting Lemma" given in [8], [3], [4]. It guarantees that
each disk J?jb, \k\ > N, contains three and only three spectral points Aj, Aj^, pk,
where, with
Pk = ^-.l
{z-LbJ-Uz,
t™ JaDk

\k\>N,

we have {Aj, Aj^} = <T{PkLbcPk), be = Per + iffcis even, 6c = Per - if fc is odd,
and {pk} = «K-PfcLoir-Pfc) for |fc| > ./V- (We put A J = AjJ" if this is a double
root of det{z — PkLbcPk), be = Per ± , even if its geometric multipUcity is one,
i.e., this block Pfc-Lbc-P/t is Jordan.) We'U need edso the foUowing result from [11,
Proposition 7].
LEMMA 1.
Let j £ be defined by the operator L with zero potential; then
||Pfc-J^:L2-+L~||<efe.

We analyze the relationship between the rate of decay of sequences
(2)

~fk = \Xt-X;\,

Sk = \pk-\{Xt

+ X;)\

and the smoothness of potential V. In the case of selfadjoint V, Xk's are real
and 7fc = Aj — Aj^ are the spectred gaps of Dirac operator L on the real Une K.
We will often require that îî is a submrdtiplicative sequence, i.e.,
(3)

3C>0

îî(fc-|-n)<C7n(fc)fi(n),

fc,n€Z.

A weight ïî 6 (1) is said to be slowly increasing if
(4)

supfi(2n)/fi(n) < oo.
n

We consider edso a class of rapidly increasing weights of the form
(5)

fi(n) = exp(^(log |n|)),

|n| > 1,

where y. [0, oo) —» [0, oo) is a twice-differentiable function such that
(5.a)

ip'(t) / " oo as t / " oo;

(5.b)

eVv'(*) / oo as t / oo;

(5.c)

Uminf[^'(f) - v"{t)]/logp'(t) > 1.
f—»oo
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Our medn result is the following statement.

THEOREM 2. Let Q, satisfy the conditions (1), (3) and either (4) or (5.a)(5.c), and let V G L2{I).
(i) IfVis selfadjoint, and V G L2{ÇÏ), with fi satisfying {!), (3) and either (4)
or (5.a)-(5.c), then a condition

J>+-A^| 2 (îl(2n)) 2 <oo

(6)

implies V G H{Q,).
(ii) Jbr any complex-valued p,qG L2, condition (6) together with a condition
^ | M „ - i ( A + + A-)| 2 (n(2n)) 2 <oo

(7)

imply V G Jf(fi).
In the case of Schrôdinger operators, similar statements have been proven in
[1] and [2]. But, edthough the formulation of Theorem 2 resembles the main
results of these papers, there are new essential difficulties in its proof. Next we
give some idea about the proof.
1. Eigenvalues {A^}, |n| > iV,, be = PeT±, eure roots of a quasi-quadratic
equation
STEP

(8)
(8)

detK (2) - Z
21

^ 1 /3 W

WW V u

a 2 2 (.)-.;- 0

(compare [5, (2.14), p. 624], or [1, (14), p. 93]).
This matrix comes from the 2-D operator PkLbcPk- With a 11 = a 22 (compare
[5, Lemma 2.2] or [6, Lemma 2.4]) the distance between the two roots of (8)
depends on fi12 and (321. We do not write the expUcit formulas for /î's but some
adjustment and simplification of their structure (with elimination of unessential
dependence on z, \z\ < •K/2) can be seen in formulas (10) and (11) below.
STEP 2. Here we analyze the relationship between the geometry of 2-D blocks
generated by the projectors Pk and the structure of the eigenvectors of the matrix
in (8). The perturbation type inequality given in Lemma 1 is essentied in this
anedysis that leeds to the foUowing crucied claim: there exists iV = N{M),
M = ||V|iJ(îî)||, such that for |n| > TV we have

(9)

A-^l/Jf | + |/321|)|A+ - A"! + |Atn - ^(A+ + A-)| A ( | ^ 2 | + |/321|),

where A is an absolute constant.
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STEP 3. The estimate (9) edlows us to reduce the proof of the theorem to the
study of the solution w of the system of non-linear equations
oo

U = w{2n) + J ] 'M". v>),

(10)

i/=i

(M\
(11)

ir» f„ ,„\
vu{n,w)=

V^
w(n - j i M J i + i2)(-i2 - js) • • • w{-J2V + n)
y
;
rr
;
:—r
•
,- V ^ n
in-3i)-in-j2V)
LEMMA 3.
If w = iw{n)) G (?{%) and £ = (^n) G ^(îî), with SI as in
Theorem 2, then tu e ^(îî).

The proof of Lemma 3 is rather long and comphcated. In fact, it overcomes
the main difficulties in the proof of Theorem 2.
3.
In [3] and [4] it is proven for a submultiplicative weight ÎÎ (under some
restrictive conditions on îî) that if V € Jf (ÎÎ) then (6) and (7) hold. By direct
estimates of the non-linear operators (11) we cem prove that V G H{Q,) impUes
(6) and (7) for any submultipUcative weight fi, thus in fact conditions (6) and
(7) characterize the relation V G Jf (fi) for weights that satisfy the assumptions
of Theorem 2.
Finedly, we note that the restrictions on weight Q in Theorem 2 eure essential for
validity of the claim. It is easy to see that conditions (5) imply [logfi(n)]/n —> 0
as n —> oo. If fî(n) = e 0 '"', then the functions V G Jf (fi) are emedytic in a strip
around the real line. In this case, instead of Theorem 2 we have the foUowing
proposition:
PROPOSITION 4.
(12)

The potential V G L2{I) is analytic, i.e.,
|p n | + |g n |<Bexp(-6|n|),

B,b>0,

if and only if
(13)

|A+ - A"] + l/tn - i(A+ + A-)| < Aexp(-o|n|),

3A,o > 0, Vn 6 Z.

This statement is an analog of V. Tkachenko's result [12], [13] about spectred
gaps of Hill operators with analytic potentieds (see em edtemative proof of his
result in [2, Section 5.4]). However, as in the Schrôdinger case (compare the
discussion in [2, Section 5.4]) the choice of b, the type of decay, or the width of
the strip of analyticity of an extension of V{x), cannot be determined by o in
(13). It depends on the norm ||V|L2|| as weU. This phenomenon leads us almost
with necessity to restrictions (4) and (5). Certainly, Gevrey weights
fi(n) = (1 + n 2 ) a exp(o|n|7),

o > 0, 7 6 (0,1),

satisfy these restrictions because (5.a)-(5.c) hold for (p{t) = l o g ^ e 1 ) ) .
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